Introduction
In the last twenty years, two approaches to discrete optimization problems have emerged: polyhedral combinatorics and approximation algorithms.
Under the first approach researchers formulate problems as integer programs and solve their linear programming relaxations.
By adding strong valid inequalities (preferably facets) of the convex hull of solutions to enhance the formulations, researchers are able to solve large scale discrete optimization problems within a branch and bound or branch and cut framework.
Extensive computational experience suggests that the success of this approach critically depends on the choice of the valid inequalities. The principal difficulty with this approach, however, is that it is not a priori clear which class of valid inequalities is better to use at particular instances. Typically the research community depends on computational experience to evaluate the power of different valid inequalities.
The second approach involves the design and analysis of approximation algorithms. The quality of solutions produced is usually judged by the worst case criterion. The area has produced significant insight into our finer understanding of NP and for some problems it has produced algorithms which have been successfully used in practice. Despite its success, there is a lack of a unified method to construct approximation algorithms. Insights gained from one successful analysis typically do not transfer to another. Moreover, analysing the worst case performance of an approximation algorithm ' Chung-Piaw Teo t is often a nontrivial task involving ingenious but often adhoc arguments.
Our goals in this extended abstract is to propose an approach to design approximation algorithms from stronger integer programming formulations and to provide a way to judge the strength of valid inequalities for discrete optimization problems. We address covering problems of the form:
(IP) 12 = min c2 subject to Aa: 2 b 2 E (0, I)", where A, c have nonnegative integer entries; entries in b are integral but not restricted to be nonnegative, since rows corresponding to negative bi are redundant. We denote with Z the value of the linear programming relaxation, in which we relax the integrality constraints IE E (0, l}n with 2 2 0. Our contributions in this extended abstract are as follows:
1. Given a valid inequality CX~Z 2 pi in a class .F we introduce the notion of strength A+ of this inequality as well as the notion of strength XT of the class F. We also introduce the notion of reducible formulations for covering problems. This class includes a large collection of problems, including general covering problems, all the problems considered in [6, 7, 141 , contra-polymatroids, etc.
2. Inspired by the primal-dual methods proposed recently in IS, 7, 141 for cut covering problems, we propose a general primal-dual approximation algorithm and a multiphase extension that uses valid inequalities in a class F', and show that the worst case behavior of the primal-dual algorithm is bounded by the strength XT. As a by-product, we also obtain bounds between the optimal integer programming value and its LP relaxation. The algorithm extends earlier work of [6, 7, 141 to general covering problems and uses a new (and in our opinion considerably simpler) inductive proof to show the bound. The key algorithmic idea is the "reverse" deletion step first introduced in [6] . By using geometric arguments, we also show that the analysis is tight, i.e., the notion of strength is inherent in the primal-dual approach and not an artifact of the analysis.
3.
We apply the algorithm for a variety of problem classes, matching or improving upon the best known guarantee for the problem. We also prove the integrality of several polyhedra using the primal-dual algorithm.
The extended abstract is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the general primal-dual approximation algorithm, introduce the notion of strength of a set of valid inequalities and prove that the performance of the primal-dual algorithm is bounded by the strength.
Furthermore, we show using a geometric argument that the bound is tight.
In Section 3, we introduce the notion of reducible formulations and show that a large collection of problem formulations fall into this framework. We further show how to compute the strength of a large collection of problems that have reducible formulations and show that our result encompasses and unifies a large set of results in the literature.
In Section 4 we consider extensions of the basic primal dual algorithm to more general problems.
A Primal-Dual
Approximation Algorithm
In this section we propose and analyze a primal dual approximation algorithm for problem (IP). Before presenting the algorithm formally we first illustrate informally the ideas on which the algorithm is based. At each step the algorithm introduces a valid inequality, updates the dual variables and the costs, fixes one variable to one, thus reducing the size of the problem. An important step of the algorithm is the idea of reverse deletion originated in [6] in the context of cut covering problems, in which we ensured the solution produced is minimal. More formally the algorithm is as follows: Primal-dual Algorithm PZJ Set T +--T + 1 and repeat Step 2 until the solution obtained is feasible to the original problem, else conclude that the problem is infeasible.
Reverse deletion : Consider the variables selected in each step ok, z~(z), . . . , xk(t), in that order. Let C, = {Q(~)}. For r from t -1 to 1, in reverse order, 
Remarks:
If n is the dimension of Problem (IP) the running time of Algorithm PD is O(n(n + C(n)), where C(n) is the time to check feasibility of an instance of (IP) of size n. There are at most n stages for Steps 2 and 3. The work per stage is O(n). In the reverse deletion step we need to check feasibility at most n times in order to ensure minimality.
The performance of the algorithm depends critically on the choice of the inequalities. In order to analyze the algorithm, we introduce the notion of strength of the inequalities used.
For ease of presentation, if zi does not appear in the current problem instance, we set a: = 0. This is to maintain the same dimensionality throughout for all the inequalities used. We also write Q for the vector corresponding to (ai, ~2, . . . , on), Definition 2.1 The strength X, = s($,p) of the inequality xi arxi 2 ,B' with respect to instance ZTP, is defined to be where y ranges over all minimal integral solution for TP, .
In order to bound the performance of the primaldual algorithm, let (LPPD) denote the problem ZD=min{Cx:Ck!rx~~T,r=l ,..., t,x>o}.
and X = max,,l,...,t A,.
CL?) = 0, cTxT = c'+rxTfl + y,o'C. Applying the induction hypothesis and using arxr 5 XT by the definition of strength and the minimality of xr, as well as yr 2 0 by construction, we obtain (1).
We next prove by induction that for every T = t to 1: c yj cx; I c;, i= l,.. . ,m.
For r = t, yt CY~ < ci, which follows since by construction yt = mini, +c{ $}. Assuming (2) holds 1 for r + 1, then where the last equality holds from the way the cost vector is updated, proving (2). As an additional remark,, note that for i = /c(r) (2) holds as equality since o? k(T) = 0 for each j > /C(T), since x:rccr) does not appear in the subsequent problems. Therefore, {yj}jzr forms a dual feasible solution to the dual of the relaxation Proof: Let CC~(~) be the variable selected in the rth stage of the algorithm (note that xckcr) need not be the same as xgrj, since xkcT) might have been deleted in the reverse deletion step). Let X(~) be obtained from zH by setting xkcl), . . . , Q(,-~) to 0. By construction zT is a minimal solution to ZP,. We first prove by induction that for every r = t to 1:
For r = t, since xt is a minimal solution to ZPt and by the definition of strength CY' xt 5 X fit, which implies that ctxt = yt otxt 5 X yt ,#. Assuming that the induction hypothesis holds for all k > r + 1, we obtain (by the way we update the cost vectors) that cTxT = [cT+l + yror]xT, Since
If in addition, all the inequalities (crT,PT) are redundant to Ax 2 b,x > 0, then ZH < XZ. 0 By the previous theorem, we have reduced the construction of a X-approximation algorithm to one of finding valid inequalities with strength bounded by X. Since there are cases where more than one such inequalities exist, each inequality suggest a different primal-dual approximation algorithm, all attaining the same bound X.
2.1
A geometric view of the primaldual algorithm Let us first develop some geometric insight on the strength of an inequality.
Let conv(IP) denote the convex hull of all minimal integral solutions to problem (IP). Let ox 2 ,0 denote a valid inequality for conv(IP), touching conv(IP) at a vertex x1 (see Figure 1) . It corresporrds to a hyperplane with all the vertices of conv(IP) on one side. Let X denote the strength of this inequality with respect to (IP). By the definition of X, the vertices of conv(IP) are "sandwiched" between the hyperplane CKE = fl and cu = Xfi. A valid inequality that gives us the "thinnest" slab sandwiching the vertices of conv(IP) will thus result in the best bound in terms of strength. This geometric view enables us to show next that the bound of Theorem 2.2 is essentially tight. In the next section we apply Algorithm PV in many problems. In all these applications the maximum strength is attained at the first stage. Therefore, the bounds attained for the respective problems are essentially tight. This eliminates the need to construct problem specific examples that attain the bound.
3 Reducible formulations and approximation
In this section we illustrate the power of Theorem 2.2 by showing that some of the best known results in approximation algorithms for covering problems are special cases of Theorem 2.2. Theorem 2.2 reduces the construction of good approximation algorithms to the design of valid inequalities of small strength.
At first sight it appears difficult to bound the maximum strength of a class of inequalities, since we need to bound the strength of each inequality we add with respect to a new, each time, problem instance. We next illustrate that for a rather rich class of formulations bounding the strength can be greatly simplified.
We consider covering problems of the form:
(IP,) 12, = min CLI:
where A is an m x n matrix and c is an n-vector with nonnegative integer entries; entries in b are integral but not restricted to be nonnegative, since rows corresponding to negative bi are redundant. Note that we have explicitly stated the dependence on the problem size n. We assume that formulation (IP,) models problems from a problem class C. By fixing variable x~j to 1, we create the following problem: In other words, reducible formulations of a problem with respect to a problem class C have the property that the new smaller instance that results by fixing a variable, still belongs in problem class C. The importance of reducible formulations in the context of the primal dual algorithm 'PZJ is that, we can bound the strength of an inequality with respect to the original problem's instance, since by the definition of a reducible formulation even after fixing a variable, the problem instance belongs in the same class. Therefore, given a reducible covering formulation, there is no need to calculate the strength of a given inequality with respect to an instance generated in the course of the primal-dual algorithm.
Since by reducibility all the instances belong in the same class, it suffices to calculate the strength with respect to the original instance.
This greatly simplifies the calculation of strength. Many well known results in approximation algorithms can be easily derived by simply checking reducibility of the formulations, followed by exhibiting an inequality of the required strength. We omit the checking of reducibility in the sequel, since its verification is usually simple.
General Covering
Consider the problem It is easy to see that the strength of the inequalities six > bi, i = 1, . . . , m is at most f,if bi L 1.
i.e., Algorithm PV applied to these inequalities produces a solution such that
Minimum Spanning Tree
Let G denote an undirected graph on the vertex set V. The minimum spanning tree (MST) problem asks for a spanning tree that minimizes a given BERTSIMAS AND TEO nonnegative objective function c. Since c is nonnegative, we can solve the problem by the following cut-formulation (CUT) 1 xe eEb(S) 2,
The inequality xeEE x, 2 2 is valid for the cut L 1, vscv, polyhedron and has strength 2(1 -$), i.e., * < 2(1-t,.
&XJT -By adding the multicut constraints, first suggested by Fulkerson [5] , we arrive at the multicut formulation (MCUT): c ze > Ic -1, Vpartition ofV(Si, .., Sk), eE6(Slr...,Sk)
x.2 E (071).
Note that the inequality CeEE xc, 2 n -1 is valid for the multicut polyhedron and has strength 1.
Algorithm PV using this inequality applied to the multicut formulation corresponds to the classical Kruskal Algorithm. In this case, each of the Inequalities x[~(s)) 2 1, x(6(t)) 2 1, and x(6(s)) +x(6(t)) 2 2 has strength 1, i.e., IZsp = zsp.
Using any of these inequalities in each stage of our primal-dual approach, we would have obtained an optimal shortest path solution.
The choice of the inequalities gives rise to the forward Dijkstra, backward Dijkstra and bidirectional Dijkstra algorithm respectively. The function f is called a contra-polymatroid function (see [13] ). Notice that we have the additional restriction that zi E (0, l}, giving rise to what we call a constrained contra-polymatroid problem. Hence Si U Sj is again tight. By repeating this procedure, we obtain z'(N) = f(N).
Hence the strength of the inequality is 1. 0
A direct generalization of this argument to the intersection of k constrained contra-polymatroids leads to the following theorem, which is, to the best of our knowledge, new: A 2-approximation algorithm for this class of problem was first proposed by Williamson et. al. [14] . It generalized an earlier algorithm [6] designed for a more restrictive O-l function f such that f (S U T) I max{f 6% f O")h (5) for all disjoint S and T, and f symmetric. Symmetric functions f satisfying (5) are called proper functions. Note that the conditions for properness imply uncrossability.
We refer the readers to Goemans and Williamson [6] for a long list of problems that can be modelled as edge-covering problems with O-l proper functions f (note that formulations (CUT) and (SP) for the minimum spanning tree and the shortest path belong in this class). The edge-covering formulations are reducible with respect to both O-l uncrossable functions and O-l proper functions.
In this section we exhibit valid inequalities for (UC) of strength at most 2. While a proof of the next theorem can be extracted from [14] , we offer a new self-contained proof. Note that the coefficients for edges in &p(Si, Sj) are 2 whereas those between S,(S;,V -UjSj) are 1. Let U = V\{Sl,. . . , Sj}. Let Tl,. . . ,T, denote the connected components in U under F. If none of the components Tj has cut-set of cardinality 1, then (7) follows immediately from the forest structure of F. So we may assume that by = 1, and the edge e connect Tl to 5'1.
We will use induction on the number of nodes to compute (7) . To do so, we will contract a suitable subgraph of G[F] of size at least 2. Case 1 : If 6~(Si) is also 1, then f((Si, Ti}) = 0 by feasibility. Contract the graph G[F] at the component { 5'1, T,}. This gives rise to a minimal solution satisfying the cut-constraints corresponding to a proper function defined on the contracted graph. Using induction on the number of nodes, we can prove inductively that the contribution by the rest of the edges in F -6~ (Sl,Tl) to (7) is at most 2(Z -2) + 1. Counting e, we have 3.6.1
Row-inclusion matrices
A is a row-inclusion matrix if it does not contain the submatrix Theorem 3.5 The strength of the first inequality UllZl t.. . +al&, 2 1 is 1.
Proof: Consider a minimal solution 2'. We will show that arrzi + . . . + am& < 1. Assuming otherwise, then there exist i, j with -& XF(qsj)) 2 2(Z -2) + 2 = 2(1 -1). j=l and i < j. By the minimality of z', if we set xi to 0, then the solution is no longer feasible. Thus there must exist a row k such that ski = 0 and akj = 1. This however contradicts the fact that A is a row-inclusion matrix. Therefore, the inequality allxl + . . . + ai,rc, > 1 has strength 1. By our modification, the number of disjoint minimal sets in Gw and Gw are Zw + 1 and ZW + 1 respectively. Using induction on the number of nodes, the contribution of edges in Gw and Gw to (7) are at most 21~ and 21, respectively. Note that the edge e = (Sr,Tr) has been counted thrice, once in Cm and twice in Gw, whereas its contribution to (7) is 1. Therefore, 3.6.2 A with consecutive ones in columns. Therefore the theorem holds. 0 3.6.4 Matrices A with consecutive ones in rows.
3.6
Set covering problems
We may assume without loss of generality that
In this section we consider special cases of the set there is no redundant inequality in the constraints.
covering problem:
(COVER)Ax 2 1
x E (0, l)", Theorem 3.8 Inequality of the form xl-l-x2+. . .+ XL L. I has strength 1.
3.6.5
Matrices A with circular ones in rows. where A is a O-l matrix. We show that the application of Theorem 2.2 in the following cases gives Theorem 3.9 Every constraint in Ax 2 1 has rather strong results. strength at most 2. 
Repeat
Step 2 until a feasible solution is found. The feasible solution is x~j = 1 for ail j E U&. If after min(b,,,, n) phases a feasible solution is not found conclude that the problem is infeasible.
Let rH be the solution of obtained by Algorithm M3PV
and ZH its cost. In the next theorem we bound the performance of the algorithm. We denote the corresponding optimal solution x*(b,c).
We also denote with IZ(b,c) the value of the corresponding 0 -1 problem. After the first phase of Algorithm M3PV the solution x1 produced has cost because the solution F is feasible for the problem P(h, c). The cost fG&tion for the next stage is ci = cj for j not in J1. Although the variables xj with j E J1 are not present in the next phase, we prefer to set c$ = 0 for j E J1. By this slight abuse of notation, we can view c' as the cost function for the second phase of the algorithm. Clearly, When the value of the heuristic is within X from the optimal integer solution, the proof is identical except that we can only guarantee CjEJ1 cj 5
x Izh,, 5 x Izb,,.
The induction on b,,, proceeds along the same lines except that ZH = CjcJluJk Cj 5 X (b,,, -1) 0
Applications
In this section we outline a number of applications of Theorem 4.1. All of these applications are special cases of formulation (IP). In contrast, the known optimal algorithm for the problem transforms the problem to a min-cost flow algorithm, at the expense of doubling the problem size.
4.1.2
Matrix A satisfies the row-inclusion property, b is arbitrary.
In this case by exactly the same argument leads to 4.1.3 A, b arbitrary.
From Theorem 3.7 X = min, maxi,l,z ,..., n{gi + I}, leading to
To the best of our knowledge, this is a new result, which can be substantially better that both the max-row sum bound as well as X(maxj Ci Aji) proposed in [4] . not reducible with respect to arbitrary proper functions (although it is for 0 -1 proper functions). These observations underscore an important advantage of the notion of reducible formulations: By considering a wider class of problems (weakly supermodular functions), we simplify the analysis for a more restrictive class of problems (proper functions) .
Theorem 4.1 immediately applies to derive approximation algorithm for cut covering problems with weakly supermodular function f, first obtained in [7] using considerably more complicated proof methods.
Theorem
4.2 ( [7] j Algorithm MFPD is a 27-t (fmax) approximation algorithm for cut covering problems with weakly supermodular functions, where fmaz = maxs f(S).
Conclusions
By showing a general max-min bound (strength) provided by the greedy type primal dual algorithm, we have unified a large part of combinatorial optimization under a single framework and reduced the analysis of approximation algorithms to computing the strength of inequalities. This approach also offers insights as to why certain algorithms achieve the stipulated performance bounds, and reduces the design of greedy type algorithms to the construction of valid inequalities with small strength.
A direction for further research is to incorporate other nongreedy type approximation algorithms into a single framework with the goal of offering insights into the design of robust algorithms.
4.1.4
Cut covering problems with weakly References supermodular functions.
For functions f taking values over integers, the notion of an uncrossable function considered in Section 2 has been generalized in [7] to the notion of a weakly supermodular function, defined as a symmetric function f with f(S) t f(T) < max{f(S -T) + f(T -S), f(S UT) + f(S n T)}. If f satisfies the stronger property (5), then f is called proper. Again weakly supermodular functions encompass the class of proper functions. Moreover, the edgecovering formulation is reducible with respect to weakly-supermodular functions : Let F be the set of edges fixed to 1, then f(S) -&Fn6(sj x, is weakly supermodular.
However, the formulation is [2] D. Bertsimas and R. Vohra. Linear programming relaxations, approximation algorithms and randomization : a unified view of covering problems. Operations Research Center, MIT working paper, 1994.
[3] N. Christofides. Worst-case analysis of a new heuristic for the travelling salesman prob-
